Chair Caning And Seat Weaving: Storey Country Wisdom Bulletin A-16
Since 1973, Storey’s Country Wisdom Bulletins have offered practical, hands-on instructions designed to help readers master dozens of country living skills quickly and easily. There are now more than 170 titles in this series, and their remarkable popularity reflects the common desire of country and city dwellers alike to cultivate personal independence in everyday life.
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**Customer Reviews**

A well researched, and written book on the topic. I believe that I could use this book to cane a chair seat or replace the seat weaving on a chair. It is very detailed in defining the steps, and well illustrated. It is a good book for someone who has never done the tasks before. I have fond memories of a set of dining room chairs that an aunt and uncle owned that had woven seats. Much more comfortable than the solid wooden seats on my dining room chairs.

its ok i guess for a beginner. i have no knowlage of doing this,but this book will get me through the seats on my canoe.for learning the basics,,it fine.roy

Good beginner instructions but not all the weaves are present. Would have like more illustrations

I have not done my project yet. But this pamphlet/publication will be very useful and helpful for me to repair my patio sofa. Illustrations and steps are fine.